Writing Words Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. the subject being discussed
5. a pair, often two people who are married or together often
8. continued to exist or to live after passing through danger
9. to revise and correct writing
10. the location of something
14. definite, confident, hopeful
15. a chosen appearance, design, or way of living
18. skillful (sometimes dishonest) handling of something or someone
19. one major part or section of a book
21. extent, the distance between the first and last thing being measured or graphed
23. a marked difference, often due to special attainments
24. opposite of relaxed
25. first-rate, especially valuable
26. version; a particular, different printing of a book or newspaper, etc.
27. looked for (irregular past tense of 'to seek')

Down
1. pressure felt in reaction to danger or difficulties; also emphasis
3. a sphere representing the world, showing the continents
4. the subject being discussed
6. exactly the same
7. say that something is not true or does not exist
10. a part or piece of the whole
11. a struggle
12. limited
13. opposite of positive
16. a group of related sentences
17. to go down
20. the part a person plays (as an actor, or because of position in society)
22. concentration of force, especially of feelings; passion
27. looked for (irregular past tense of 'to seek')